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ABSTRACT 
The primary objective of this research work is tocarry out proper investigation on “the application of
marketing concept in bankingindustry and its effect on consumersatisfaction” at Guaranty Trust
Bank Murtala Muhammed Square Branch Kaduna. Tohighlight the result of the investigation of the
subject matter. Background,statement of general problem, significance, research question and
limitation ofthe study. Chapter two is the literature review relevant materials were used inorder to
acquire full information about marketing, the marketing concept.Nigeria financial system and
banking. Author whose book were consulted in thisresearch work were acknowledge, chapter three
deals with the researchmethodology, primary data were gathered through the utilization of
personalinterview and detailed questionnaire. The total population size of GuarantyTrust Bank
Management/staff in the branch is 40 out of which 15 were randomlyselected and administered
questionnaire. 20 respondent of the total customer’spopulation were also randomly selected. All the
respondents responded to thequestions asked which were later tabulated. The simple random
sampling is themethod employed by the researcher in determining the sample size, thestatistical
technique used in testing the questionnair was simple percentagemethod justification of samples,
sampling method employed etc. were all discussedextensively. The tested is Marketing concept has
no effect on the customer’s satisfaction.: Marketing concept has effect on thecustomer’s
satisfaction. Chapter four deals with data presentation andanalysis; all the data collected were
analyzed in this chapter, result obtainedfrom the data and proof of questionnaire. was accepted
often careful analysisof the alternate questionnaire, this chapter result obtained from the data
andproof of questionnaire was accepted often careful analysis of the alternate hypothesis.It proved
that marketing concept. Application has effect on consumersatisfaction. Finally chapter fiver contain
the summary of the major finding ofthe research and recommendation were made based on
conclusion. Therecommendation include A well coordinated marketing planning programme must
beadopted by Guaranty Trust Bank to ensure that all departments are giving totalparticipation
towards customer’s satisfaction. All effort should be directedtowards reducing customer waiting time
to the barest minimum which is highlyimportant. These can assist management in marketing their
products effectivelywhile ensuring customer satisfaction.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
1.0    BACKGROUNDOF THE STUDY

Marketing concept isa customer oriented philosophy which states that customer’s

satisfaction is theeconomic and social justification of firm’s corporate existence.

Thesephilosophies hold that the company should be customer oriented. Strive forprofitability.

Sales volume and coordinate all its marketing activities.Marketing management however is



the vehicle that business uses to capture themarketing concept.

Kurtz (1992. Pg 3)defines marketing management as a unifying approach marshalling and

directingthe total resources of a business firm towards the determination andsatisfaction of a

customer and consumer wants in a way planned to enhance thefirm overall profit position.

Where the marketingconcept is recognized, there is a total change in the basic philosophy

ofbusiness. Instead of trying to sell what can be produced. Management produceswhat is

really needed by the customer though profit criterion is there. Theelement of serving and

keeping the customer satisfied are equally important tothe company. By realizing that it is

not merely selling a particular productbut particular need of a customer is satisfied

effectively. 

The essence ofbanking services marketing is to provide the desired satisfaction to

customersand make the business of banking maintain a sound footing and

sustainablegrowth in the short and long run.

The current industr ia l ,  commerc ia l  and technologica l  metamorphosis  wi th

increasedcompet i t ive pressure.  Customer expectat ion and other unstable

environmentalfaces are clear indications that a business either adopts marketing

conceptsphilosophy or goes out of existence. The recent proliferations of banks in Nigeria

denotea more intense competition in which only those capable of adopting dynamicallywould

be able to maintain a sustained growth and profitability. 

The present economicchanges in Nigeriano doubt, pose greater challenges to commercial

banks. These trends of changeshave made banks to realize that their customers can no

longer just be treatedin an off head manner. Banks therefore employs marketing experts

who actuallygo out and solicit customers patronage and loyalty. Banks now realized

theimportance of maintaining close relationship with customers and getting theservice closer

to them as possible. Most banks set up marketing researchdepartment or as the case maybe

in order to gather more facts about customerneeds, attitude, motives and preference. The

orientation of banking servicestarted with production concept which believes that customer

would buy theservices offered to them by banks provided it is accessible and

affordable.Thus banks thinks of offering useful services and open out more branches tomake

their service accessible.



Later the bank movesto product concept under the assumption that customers would buy

such servicesthat offers the best quality and value for the price that is being offered.Thus

banks direct their efforts in improving the quality of their services.

However, at the laterstage of their development, sales orientation comes into effect i.e.

sellingconcept which believes that customers would not buy enough from them unless

apositive extra effort is made to sale the product due to increase incompetition and

awareness. Today, the application of marketing concept makesbanks to accept the fact of

finding out the needs and wants of customers and toprovide banking service package that

will best satisfy such needs and wantsprofitably.

The marketing concepthas been viewed as the correct philosophy in achieving a long – term

commercialsuccess. Thus making the task of persuading customers to buy the service

thatbank offered very easy. Therefore customer satisfaction becomes inevitable.

Themarketing concept is directed towards answering the question as to, who are

ourcustomers. To whom do we produce? What marketing techniques do we employ?

Whyare we selling this product? Who do we sell to? Also to find out what thecustomer want

and where he wants to buy the product and how he want itdelivered in order to create a

cordial relationship between the organizationand its customer so as to achieve maximum

satisfaction.

The bankingprofession in Nigeriahad until – recently been characterized by what expert

refers to as arm chairbanking, where bankers are waiting in their offices for work to come

and meetthem. This approach to banking business is deficient because the bank had notfully

embraced marketing concept: its philosophy and function. Their perceptionof marketing is

still narrowly defined. Marketing of bank services actuallytranscend these myopic ends.

Nigeria commercial banksneed to adopt the marketing concept programmes for a purposeful

and customeroriented approach to the business of banking. As a result of the above

factors,this research is designed to answer the following questions. 

1)To research into and find out those areas the banks have found to be ofinterest in

satisfying customers.

2)To ascertain the opinions of banking staff towards their customers andvice – versa.

3)To find out the place and role of marketing in the organizationalstructure of commercial



banks and to what extent marketing functions have beenapplied.

4)To ascertain the effectiveness and efficiency of marketing conceptapplication.

5)To make useful recommendation towards improvement 

1.1    STATEMENTOF GENERAL PROBLEM

The marketing conceptdoesn’t seem to receive complete recognition by the Nigeria

commercial banks. Theintegrated marketing idea that business should be organized in such

a way as tosat isfy the customers by committ ing the whole system of the

organizationsactivities towards a single objective has been a myth to the commercial

banksrather than a reality. Consequently, customers are not given the adequateattention

they required in the banks as that which is appropriate in theservice organization.

Furthermore, banks charge discriminatory interest rateson borrowed funds which causes

untold hardship to customers. 
1.2    RESEARCHQUESTIONS

The researchquestions are formulated on the basis of the purpose of the study to guide

theentire research work. These questions will serve as guide to the researcher indesigning

the questionnaire and in providing solution to the problemsdiscovered. 

1.3    OBJECTIVESOF THE STUDY

          1)      Findout the area the banking services

2)      Toascertain the extent to which or applied in the banking sectors.

3)      Toascertain the effectiveness and efficiency of marketing concept application

tobanking industry.

4)      Torecommend on solving problem based on findings which will help to improve

othermarketing strategies implementation.

1.4    SIGNFICANCEOF THE STUDY 

The research istimely and important because of the role marketing plays in the

organizationalperformance the research f inding is hoped towards providing

qualitativeknowledge and idea in applying the concept of marketing in achieving

corporateobjective and customer satisfaction. 
          *        What is the status of marketing conceptin GT – Bank?
          *        Howlong have GT Bank adopt it marketing concept?
          *        Whatis the impact of marketing concept to GT Bank?



          *        Howwill the bank improve its concept to their customers?
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